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ABSTRACt .

The ability ok infants to recognize their mothers as
,

distinct from others was investigated by presenting 5 boys and 6

girls at two age levels (5 weeks and 13'weeks) with the following six
segnential stimulus Conditions: (1) mother's face (MD) ; (2)

Stranger's face (SO); (3) mother's face with stranger's voice (MS) ;
(4) stranger's face with mother's voice (SM); (5) mother's face with
mother's .voice (MM) ; and (6) stranqpr's face with stranger's voice.
(SS). Infants' responses were videoftaped. Depehdent ieasures in each
condition were total visual fixation to the adult and lengtli of-iirst
fixation to the adult. Both age voups discriminated mothers frog,,
stranger in the congruent face7voice canditionsi, (MM and SS) by --

showing longer first fixations to the stranger. The,alder graup also
discriminated mothers from stranger by the same meafiarlpin the
face-no voice conditions (MO and SO). rheSe result snggest that the
original discrimination of mothers is not based or) visual recognition
arone. The order group discriminated between congruent and

,)
incongruent faceJvoice con ''2. tions by showifig longer first fixatians
to the incongruent aondit',ns (MS and SM) indicating that,by 13 weeks
infants have developed specific face-SOice expectations for their
mothers. Therevas.more total fixation to all the stimulus conditions
with age. (Author/MS)
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Infants' Recognition of Their Mothers'

Ann Bigelow

St. Friancis Xavier University

Infants learn-to recognize'their mothers as distinct from

other people. This basic discrimination must occur before more

complex infant-mother interactions; whiCh ultimately lead to
2.

A

attachment, can deeloP.

One question this study is concerned with is how soon.the

recognition.of mother'occurs.

A seTond concern is whether the recognition is primarily

visual one. That is, do,young Children initially.recognize their
)

mothers by Visually distinguiShing them from others or do cues'

from other modalities, specifically auditory cues, play an-import-

ant role in early recognition? fhere is some indication from the

literature that thother's voice' may inirfact play a significant role

in the early recognition of her person. In Peter Wolff's (1963)

work on smiling he noted that it was the mother's voice rather

than her face which elicited one of the first smiles to external

stimuli. By five w eks of age the child's smiles were readily

elicited by the mot er bending over the crib and talking to the

infant, yet they)we e not reliably elicited if the mother simply

bent, over.the crib, without talking.

If the infant's early reclAnition of. his mother does involve.
I

auditory cues. as well aS visual cif the question. arises whether'.
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the infitint bas the ability to coordinate t,p. 'distinctive visual
.

and au itorr-ttimulation from his mother toform spedific Sight

-sOund, expectations. That i , Would the motberspeaking,with

voice Which is not her.own oi another. person Speaking wiith the

mother's voice be unexpected events for. the baby? Piage) (1952)
,

-

suggests the coordinalion between visual and auditory stimulatidn',,

occurs around thre months ofage;_as:indicated bk,the,child's

ability to looi at what he hearS. AronsOe- and Rosenbloom (1971),
0

however, report that one ald two month-old infant)s show distress

to spacial displacement of face and voice/ suggesting'an earlier

learning of sight-sound coordination.

The present study:investigated infanis ability,to recognize(

distinctive visual and auditory stimulatioe from their mothers .'

by presenting them with matched and mismatched face-voice combin-
e,

atilons of mother and stranger as well as mother's and stranger's

f s without voices.

; Thie subjects were 24 babies, 6 boys and 6 kirls at each of

twdAage 5weeks and 1i weeks

1 Each infant was,observed fok 12 trials which consisted of

twO eries of p sentations o i six stimulus conditions. There

wereltwo matched face-voice conditions. In one the infant saw
. .4

the mother speaking with her own voice. In the other the infant'

, saw. the stranger speaking with the stranger'S own voice. There

were two mismatched face-voice conditions. In one the infpit saw
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the mother speaking:m4 the stranger's voice. ,In the other ther
4

,infant saw the stranger speaking with the mother's voice. And

there-were two no- voi6e conditions.'" Ih,one the iniant 4aw the;,

imother bu$ did not hear any voice. In the other-the.infant saw
/

the stranger but did 'not hear any voice.

In each conditi ngither the mother.or the stranger sat facin

the infant who'was tin a baby seat facing the,adUlt about 50 cm a a

7.The strange"; wai an dult female- Each condition was approximat7l

45 seconds lpng. ,

'In the voiced,conditicns a prerecorded tape was played of.
.

,

either the Mother or the stranger saying a standard script. The'

mother and the stranger had prior instructions to give lip syn- ,
. ,

chronization to the taPe. The tape recorder was aocited at head
. -

: . level directly behind the adult so that the.yoide appbared to come

from the adult in a nttual manner. ''In the matched lace-voice
..

kconditIons thevoice'played on the taPe was that of_the'saMe per-

son the child was'seeing. In the mismatched-face-voice-conditions

the voiCe plaYed'on tge'tapeqwas hot that'OPthe person the child

was seeing.% In the no-vc4ce conditions no voice was played on

the tape recorder. Mother and stranger were instructed not to '

actually speakroi,make soundS in any of the conditions.

The infants responses mere-videotaped. The tape recorder.and

the videorecorder were screened from' the.infaht' view. Dependent,

Meashres in pach condition were total ,idsura?. fixation to theadult

and length of first fixEktion to.the adult.
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The results indicate that bOth,the 5-wee1 olds and the 13-weel
1.

olds could distinguish mother from stringisr i the matched face

'-voice conditions as measured, by the length f first fixation. .

Infants at both age levels looked! significan ly longer at the

'stranger thhn at mother' when visual and'aud tori stimulation was

appropriately matched. That is, infants at both.age levels had

the longest initial fixlition to the more n vel stimulus configuL:

ration -- that of a stranger talking to th m as'opposed to their

:mother6-talking to them.

If only visual cues were present, ho ever, as in the no-voice

conditions, only the 13-week olds distin uishedmother from

stranger, again by significantly longer irirt fixations to

stranger. l'he 5-week olds made no disti ction between mother

and Stranger'When no voice accomianied he face they were seeing.

The 13-week olds also.discriminated.between. the matched and,

mismatched face-voice conditions by sholing; significantly longer

first fixations to the mismatched conditiOng, which were the more

novel: That is, they were moie 'attentive to the mother' talking (

'with an unfamiliar voice or an uiTmilar personlitalking with the
,

mother's yoice than they .were to what appeared to be the more

familiar.situation of the mother alking to themior,a stranger

talking to them: This differdhtia responding is evidente that

children as' young as 13-weeks have developed specific exi)ectations-

of the pairing,of mother's face and voice.
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The 13-week olds showed,Iiignificantly more total visuak fix-
., 4

-
ation to all the stimuli conditions than the 5-week olds whl.ch

suggests there.iS' incieased attention to these stimuli with age.

The girls showed more.total visual'fixation at.both reilevels.

In summary, both the 5-week olds,.and the 13-week olds showed

longer first fixation to the stranger in the matched face-voice

conditions. In the no-voice condi-trona the 13-week olas sgpwed

longer first fixatimis to the stranger, whereas the 5-week cOlds

showed no dtstinction between mother and stringer, whenho-voice

accompanied the faces. In additidn, the 13-week olds'had longer

first filationi; to the mismatched conditions compared to the

matched conditiohs.

The results-suggest that the originardiscrimination of

imother from other is not based on visual recognition'aloite.- Audi=

tory cues play an important role in childien's Ability to initially--

distinguish their mothers. By 13-weeks of age the infants hkNie

the ability to-coordinate what they see with what they hear to

\;\the

extent that they have developed specific vi ual-- uditory

21*e4ectations of their mothers.

1This paper wastread at the 1977 meeting,of the Society for

Research in bhild Development at New Orleans, Louisiana. The

resdarch was supported by the St. Francis Xavier University

Reseaich Council.
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